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A P r og ram f r om
F i l m M a ker s to F ilm Ma ke r s

40 ﬁlm makers will meet in summer for two weeks at the historical
refrigeration warehouse/Kühlhaus in Görlitz and in Czechia and
Poland.
Filmmakers from all departments will educate themselves, develop
ideas, and produce ﬁlm over a period of two weeks.
The venue, also known as “Görliwood” will take place in the
German/Polish twin city Görlitz/Zgrzelec and is known as a ﬁlm
location with international ﬂair.
The extensive historic and green site offers a location for exciting
ﬁlm and life stories of the region.

IDEA
The program of summer 2022 has been extended from its origins.
We now have 3 parallel program tracks and an international
agenda which we have developed with partners from Poland and
Czechia.
We have tailored the program to suit the needs of a diverse range
of participants with different levels of expertise and experience:
There will be 2 Masterclasses
(one documentary and ﬁctional ﬁlm each) for professional ﬁlmmakers and a separate German language program for New Talents.

THE ACADEMY 2022

international & interdisciplinary

The resulting ﬁlms will be viewed publicly.

We will be offering two formats:
MasterClass
Our English-speaking master classes are targeted towards
experienced ﬁlmmakers and will be taught by seasoned and
renown professionals.
We have selected instructors that have a connection to the
region and stem from nearby Poland and Lausitz/Germany.
We will be offering hands-on creative work samples and case
studies.
The program of the ﬁrst week will focus on script and story
development for documentaries and ﬁctional ﬁlms.
If you are an experienced ﬁlm maker from the region and are
inclined to share knowledge, please contact us for future
events.
The tutors are internationally experienced ﬁlmmakers as
follows:
Jagoda Szelc („Monument“)
Grit Lemke (Gundermann Revier; nominated for the German Grimme Priess 2020)
Constanze Klaue ( currently in production of„Mit der Faust in die Welt schlagen“)
Lukas Rietzschel (local and best selling author)(not conﬁrmed yet)

In the second week participants of the Masterclass can work
on their projects or participate in the general supporting
program or in the projects of the New Talents.

PROGRAM
Workshops &
Filmset

New Talents
For so-called New Talents we will be offering a startup
program in Production, Directing, Camera, Edit, Sound, Acting.
We will begin with instructions, practical exercises and talk
circles in the ﬁrst week.
In the second week participants will be able to put knowledge
into practice.
Under the guidance of professionals in Camera, Sound, Edit
and with the help of feedback rounds they will be producing
ﬁctional ﬁlms, documentaries and music videos.

MasterClasses - documentary & ﬁctional ﬁlm
age: approx. 25 – 40
your are a Director, Script Writer, Producer or other
ﬁlm maker who wants to develop stories and projects
and wants to connect and network
your are an aspiring ﬁlmmaker from Germany, Poland,
Czechia, with an academic or year long professional
qualiﬁcation

Requirements
experience of several short ﬁlms or one long ﬁlm as
head of department
good working English for following the lectures
interest in international creative exchange between the
3 nations and for the stories of the region
you have a choice of documentary or ﬁctional ﬁlm theme

REGISTRATION

New Talents Workshop Knowlege (ﬁrst week)
age: approx. 18 – 40
your have semi professional ﬁlm experience or are a beginner
you need good working German for following the lectures
your are interested in an international creative exchange
and you are interested in the stories of the region
you want to extend your knowledge and/or produce a short
ﬁlm

New Talents Workshop Film Project (second week)
age: approx. 18 – 40
Requirements
participant should have had previous experience with ﬁlm
projects and on ﬁlm sets or should have participated in the
ﬁrst week program of the academy
working German for instructions; most experienced ﬁlm
makers will be able to handle English on set
interest in international creative exchange between the
3 nations and for the stories of the area
participats of the ﬁrst week program are preferred

Registration and other Fees
New Talent rate:

280EU/ 1 Week
500EU/ 2 Weeks incl.

MasterClass rate:

490EU/ Class
700/ all Classes incl.

Daily Guest:

60EU/ Day (accommodation extra if needed)

Inclusions:
Accommodation for camping: we provide the space and
access to utilities, participants provides his own tent
Accommodation in bungalow on site or equivalent housing in
the neighborhood can be provided at extra cost
Catering: Breakfast, cold Lunch, warm Dinner
Participation in Workshops and forums
Tutoring of Film Shoot is provided by Professionals
Use of Equipment for Shoot (FABMOBIL, Camera, Light, Sound)
Volunteers are eligible for participation at special rates and enjoy
catering and accommodation free of charge.

VENUE
creative space &
recreation area

The Refrigeration Warehouse/ Kühlhaus Görlitz has established itself
not only as our place of venue for the year 2022, but is also a place of
creativity and culture for the entire area between Berzdorfer See and
the city of Görlitz/Zgorzelec.
In former communist times the warehouse served as a secret
doomsday preservative. (DDR-Versorgungsspeicher) .
Nowadays it has been rebuilt as a cultural center and features art
studios, sleeping bungalows, conference rooms, industry halls for
installations and events and lots of spacious lawn and forest.
You will have sufﬁcient open space to relax and stay away from
Corona infection.
Other venues are provided by excursions to our partners in Czechia/
Liberec and in Poland/ Jelena Gora where parts of the academy will
take place in the movie theater Varsave/ Kino Varsava and
LOT/ Kino LOT.

Sebastian Schönberger | FilmMaker
Idea&Program
Sebastian works as a documentary ﬁlmmaker tutor and ﬁlm editor
in Berlin.
He produces music videos, interviews and experimental ﬁlms.
Sebastian earned his ﬁrst merits under the guidance of the director
Hubertus Siegert.
Since he took residence for some time in Görlitz under the project
“Stadt auf Probe” Sebastian got to know and love the city.
His job within the academy is to develop strategy and program
and business development for international corporations.

OUR TEAM
regional &
urban

Sophie Bock | Actress, Staatstheater Cottbus
Infrastructure & Team-Support
Sophie has a permanent engagement with the Staatstheater
Cottbus.
She also works for the Sorbian Artistscollective„Kolektiw Wakuum“
and other organizations in Cottbus.
Sophie has a degree in acting from the Züricher Hochschule der
Künste and is represented by the agent
„Lucky Punch Management“, Berlin.
Sophie got into close contact and love with the city and area of
Görlitz when she worked for the academy in July 2021.
Sophie is a member of the management team and responsible for
team communication.
She will be acting as the location manager on site for the academy
in 2022.

OUR TEAM
regional &
urban

Britta Schoening | Documentary FilmMaker
Program & Consulting
Britta is an independent director and ﬁlmmaker and works in Berlin.
After her major (BA) in politics at the Freie Universität Berlin, Britta
studied Documentary Film at the
Filmakademie Baden Württemberg and at UCINE in Buenos Aires.
She completed her degree with a Diploma degree in 2019 and since
then has been working on ﬁctional serial ﬁlm projects.
Her award winning documentary ﬁlms „Fragmente meiner Mutter“,
„#widerstand“ and „Mozart Recycled“ have premiered at international ﬁlm festivals and have been broadcasted on German TV.
At the 54. International Hofer Filmtage Britta served as a member of
the jury for the Granit Dokumentarﬁlmpreis 2019.
Britta is connected to the area through her projects, in particular
with the documentary ﬁlm KŘIŽERKI (Die Osterreiterinnen) that the
produced jointly with Sebastian Schönberger and Sophia Ziesch.
Britta’s task at the Academy is to participate in the development of
the program and consult the team and promote the tutors.

OUR TEAM
regional &
urban

Bodo Heiss | Producer- Blue Arc Production
Finance &Cooperation
Bodo is working as a creative producer and production manager for
ﬁctional ﬁlms in Berlin.
Bodo loves to share his experience about production, distribution
and start up ﬁlm projects in German or English language.
Bodo majored in business administration and economics and has
international experience in the communications and entertainment
industry.
He has family and ﬁlm projects that tie him with Saxonia.
Bodo’s tasks at the academy are to work on strategy, corporations,
ﬁnance and budget.

OUR TEAM
regional &
urban

Felix Schuster | ProjectManager, Vision
Local Cooperation
Felix has chosen Görlitz as the center of his life and work.
Felix has been working as a cultural manager and project coordinator for festivals and the art show for contemporary art
Zukunftsvisionen.
Despite his local knowledge Felix has an academic insight he
gained while researching his master thesis in Culture and
Management of the Hochschule Zittau/Görlitz “Opportunities and
potentials for Görlitz as a location for ﬁlm production”.
Felix exits as our permanent resident on side for the summer ﬁlm
academy.
His job is to boost local relations and further our contacts into the
region.

OUR TEAM
regional &
urban

Annelie Tschemmer | Artist, KolektiwWAKUUM, MetaSolis e.V.
International Cooperation
Annelie is a Sorb and a student of architecture in Cottbus in her
ﬁnal semester.
Annelie is producing graphic design and music videos for the
artistic collective Kolekiw Wakuum. Annelie has also studied Visual
Arts, Psychology and Physics in Malaysia and lived in India and
Portugal.
Her current interests center around visual arts, multimedia,
photography and ﬁlm. Annelie will take care of international
relations and connect to institutions and societies.
Annelie will also manage the visuals and corporate design of the
academy.

OUR TEAM
regional &
urban

Erik Schiesko | FilmMaker
Website & Projectdesign
Eric is an independent ﬁlmmaker and certiﬁed video and sound
media designer.
He was born in the Lausitz area and lives and works in Leipzig and
Cottbus.
He has produced several ﬁctional ﬁlms (e.g. AUF DER SUCHE EIN INTERAKTIVER FILM”) .
Since 2007 he has been conducting creative workshops for short
ﬁlm, Virtual Reality and Smartphone Videography. Eric is a true fan
of he Lausitz and supports the region by working in the
Sorbic-German Filmnetzwerk and participating at the Neiße
Filmfestival .
Eric’s duties for the academy are to manage the team, develop
strategy and design and build the web presence.

OUR TEAM
regional &
urban

Susanne Aßmann | FilmMaker
Moderation & Hosting of talks
Susanne is an independent director from Erfurt and produces
documentaries and ﬁctional short ﬁlms.
After her school graduation/Abitur Susanne completed her studies
with the Filmmaking Certiﬁcate of the London Film Academy.
She gained business experience as an assistant and practical
trainee for Visual Communication at Bauhaus University and for
own projects.
In 2019 she was awarded the Kontakt Nachwuchspreis of the
Mitteldeutsche Medienförderung.
At the academy Susanne will manage the organization and communication on site and tutor ﬁlm projects of the Young Talents.

OUR TEAM
regional &
urban

Otto Kronschwitz | FilmMaker, Rabryka Görlitz
Realization
Otto is a ﬁlmmaker and camera-man who is young in age but old
in experience.
Everyone knows Otto and thus he is the person to go to when
enterprises or the commune are asking for services.
As such, Otto will support and tutor the New Talents at the
academy.

Steffen Cieplik | FilmMaker, creoﬂux
Realization
Steffen is an experienced ﬁlmmaker who will support the academy
and participants in the production of ﬁlms and content.

OUR TEAM
regional &
urban

Lecturers & Tutors
Alexandra Wesolowski
Grit Lemke
Bodo Heiss
Jagoda Szelc
Lucas Rietzschel
Otto Kronschwitz
Alexandra Leibmann
Paulina Nurkowska
Luisa Nawka
Jonas Roemmin
SOMMER.FILM.AKADEMIE. LAUSITZ PRESENTS IN COOPERATION WITH ZUKUNFTSVISIONEN GÖRLITZ AND THE KÜHLHAUS GÖRLITZ
IDEA & PROGRAM SEBASTIAN SCHÖNBERGER WEBSITE & PROJECTDESIGN ERIK SCHIESKO
INFRASTRUCTURE & TEAM-SUPPORT SOPHIE BOCK FINANCE & COOPERATION BODO HEISS
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